Walk Don't Ride—
(Continued from Page 10)

to keep caddy programs going by an equitable balance between cart and caddy fees, and club rules mandating cart usages should be resisted. Clubs should provide four-bagger cars where most players can walk each hole, and there must be continued reminders that golf is a healthful, physical fitness endeavor for players of all ages which will enhance both the quality of play and the number of years one will be able to enjoy the game.

Golf was designed as a game to be played walking, balancing the happy challenge of the game itself with the physical advantages of the exercise involved. If carts must be accepted, then use a four-bagger or walk half the holes if in a two-bagger. Better still, walk with a caddy, or if none is available, get the ultimate exercise by walking and carrying your clubs. Only then will you glean the fullest appreciation of the joys of the game.